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Abstract: Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) are very promising sustainable mobility solutions.
Series, parallel and series-parallel (SP) seem to be three most promising architectures among the
multitude of hybrid architectures, and it is possible to find them in a multi-applications such as the
motorcycles, family-cars, hybrid city busses and sport cars. It is import to have a well configured
model in order to develop the different control strategies (CsTs) for each application. Therefore,
a multi-architecture/multi-application (MAMA) approach capable of identifying the most energy
efficient hybrid architecture considering both the dimensions of key components: electric motor
(EM), battery, internal combustion engine (ICE) and the optimal control is presented. Basis of the
model is the energetic macroscopic representation (EMR), which has been combined with object
oriented programming (OOP) in order to enhance its modularity and reuse capabilities. The obtained
results show, that different hybrid architectures are most adapted for different applications. Moreover,
the robustness of the results using real time control algorithms are studied, showing that CsT
matters. The obtained results contribute to simplify and harmonize the design of hybrid solutions for
multiple applications.

Keywords: hybrid electric vehicle (HEV); control strategy (CsT); energetic macroscopic representation
(EMR); object oriented programming (OOP); particle swarm optimization (PSO)

1. Introduction

Humanity is using huge quantities of energy in order to maintain its lifestyle. This energy
demand is increasing every year and the majority of energy comes from nonrenewable resources [1].
International Energy Agency (IEA) [2] shows that a considerable amount of 35% this energy is used
for transportation and that Passenger Cars count for 21% of the total energy consumption. Two
major problems are linked to the extensive use of nonrenewable energy sources: firstly, the use of
nonrenewable resources creates combustion gases that change the composition of the atmosphere and
contribute to the greenhouse gas effect. Those gases are called greenhouse gases [3]. Secondly, the
resources of petrol, natural gas and coal are limited and most reliable sources forecast the remaining
resources to last no longer than 50 years for both petrol and natural gas and 150 years for coal (ignoring
all increases in consumptions) [4]. For those reasons, nonrenewable energy resources have to be
replaced in the following years in all sectors of energy use.

Even though extensive efforts try to implement electric and hydrogen based cars [5], it can be
seen that a simple replacement of energy sources is not an easy task to manage. If electricity is used
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to power a car, the question of energy supply has to be solved. This includes the question of the
availability of electricity charging stations for cars, and the effect of a great number of electric vehicles
on the power grid. Especially while the electrical energy grid itself is struggling to use more and more
renewable resources. Moreover, electric vehicles have in general a limited driving range and drivers
might suffer from range anxiety [6]. Hydrogen fueled vehicles have greater driving range, but there is
only a small number of hydrogen fueling stations available now [7]. Moreover, as the most abundant
source in the universe, hydrogen is not available on earth being its pure form and it is therefore an
energy vector and has to be created from other sources namely using the electrolysis of water from
renewable resources. However, for the moment the majority of hydrogen available on the market is
created by natural gas or chemical industry [8].

Hence, the transition towards more adapted personal cars will most probably be stepwise. One
important step will be the increase of energy efficiency and another step will be the step-by-step
transition towards electric mobility. Both activities are combined in hybrid vehicles. There are at least
two energy sources to compose a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), and one or more of them provide
energy in the form of electricity [9]. There exist multiple degrees of hybridization and hybridization
architectures, which are presented in more detail in Section 3. However, it is interesting to see that
hybridization is foreseen in multiple different applications ranging from hybrid motorbikes, via all
kinds of hybrid cars from city commuters to sport utility vehicle (SUVs) up to hybrid busses and trucks.
A huge effort is also done in order to hybridize construction vehicles [10].

For this reason, a modelling approach, which can be parameterized for different vehicle
applications and different hybrid architectures, is needed. Moreover, this model has to be able
to provide the best dimensioning between the different components of the propulsion chain. On top
of this, the model has to integrate also the control of the different components inside the propulsion
chain. For this reason, the development of a multi-architecture/multi-application (MAMA) system,
able to identify the most energy-efficient hybrid architecture, is presented.

The energetic macroscopic representation (EMR) was identified as one of the most promising
approaches for this task due to three main reasons: firstly, EMR is highly modular, secondly, an EMR
model can be parameterized very easily and thirdly EMR allows to derive the control of a complex
system by inversion based control (IBC).

Then, the object oriented programming (OOP) was decided to apply on EMR in order to reinforce
the idea of modularity and parameterization whilst keeping the aspect of IBC. OOP based EMR also
offers the possibility to share the knowledge more easily as different parts of the model are integrated
in object libraries where objects can easily be linked.

The expected outcome of the modelling is twofold: firstly, it is foreseen to do a study including
multi-applications such as the motorcycles, family cars, hybrid city buses and the racing cars with
different hybrid architectures (multi-architectures) and to determine for every application which
architecture and which dimensioning of traction chain components is the most energy efficient. Based
on this, conclusions will be drawn which hybrid architecture is the most adapted for which type
of vehicle. The second aspect is to take this theoretic most adapted solution and test it on different
(realistic) driving cycles and using applicable (real time) control strategies (CsTs). Goal of this part
is to analyze if the theoretic solution is also applicable in real life and if the results are robust even if
driving conditions change with regard to the test case.

Section 2 will present different CsTs, and EMR will be introduced in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5
introduce EMR modeling method and OOP programming approach. Section 6 presents the simulation
process and the results of the work before conclusions and perspectives are presented in Section 7.
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2. Hybrid Architecture & Energy Management

2.1. Hybrid Architecture

The HEV is a combination of traditional cars and electric cars. It uses both fuel energy and electric
energy to drive the vehicle. From the perspective of power flow, these two power devices can be
connected in several ways. The optimum energy distribution between EM and ICE as well as the
recovery braking will significantly improve the power system efficiency.

Series Hybrid: Series HEV is presented by Figure 1a. EM works as the main power source to drive
the transmission which is charged by the battery. ICE works as the secondary energy source in order
to recharge battery by connecting the generator [11].

Parallel Hybrid: As presented in Figure 1b, for parallel HEV, both ICE and EM could drive the
transmission which are mechanically coupled in several possible methods: pure ICE power, pure EM
power or hybrid power. Meanwhile, the EM could work as an electric generator which is charged by
ICE’s power or recovery braking power.

Series-Parallel (SP) Hybrid: For SP HEV shown in Figure 1c, the HEV powertrain uses two
torque-couplers which are mechanically and magnetically connected. Therefore, the structure of SP
HEV could have the advantages of both series hybrid and parallel hybrid. SP HEV has pure ICE
driving mode that is not available in the series HEV. SP HEV also has an additional EM, which is
mainly used as an electric generator compare to parallel HEV. However, the SP-hybird’s powertrain
structure is more complex, making it more difficult to control [12].
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Figure 1. Three architectures’ configurations of a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV): (a) series hybrid;
(b) parallel hybrid; and (c) series-parallel (SP) hybrid.

2.2. Energy Management

CsT of energy management plays a particularly important role in a HEV because it is responsible
for the energy distribution control based on the requirements of environment and driver. A study
of different HEV CsT is presented by Zhang [13] which consists of the CsTs based on rules and
optimization. Chrenko et al. [14] provided a classification work of different CsTs of HEV which is
shown in Figure 2.

2.2.1. Deterministic Rule Based Control Strategy

The deterministic rules are designed based on the ICE fuel map, heuristic, human intuition and
mathematical models. These rules are implemented by using the lookup table in order to distribute the
required power between ICE and EM. The methodology of deterministic rule based (DRB) controller
and its implementation on the HEVs is presented in [15–19]. The optimization method to evaluate
the components’ size as well as the control parameters for different HEVs that allows to reduce the
mean value of fuel consumption of the whole driving cycle, where the controller uses a DRB strategy,
is introduced in [20–22]. Kongresi et al. [23] presented a HEV hardware-in-the-loop configuration
method in order to evaluate the control parameters of DRB CsT.
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A. Thermostat (on/off)

In our case, a dynamic-model of the lithium-ion battery model is created by using battery state
of charge (SoC) as a parameter, which is used to judge the remaining electric energy inside of the
battery [24,25], and can be expressed as:

SoC = SoCini −
∫ ( ibat

Cbat

)
dt (1)

where SoCini represents battery initial SoC, Cbat is capacity in [Ah], and ibat is current in [A].
The thermostat CsT is based on the maximum and minimum threshold values of SoC to control

the ICE by way of turning it on or turning it off. Therefore, the battery SoC will be maintained within a
target range (Figure 3).
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However, the thermostat CsT only takes into account the SoC without considering the demand
power. Therefore, this strategy is more interesting for the city buses with a pre-planned simple
driving cycle.

The thermostat CsT follows these rules:

- If current SoC value is greater than predefined maximum SoC threshold value, ICE turns off;
- If current SoC value is smaller than predefined minimum SoC threshold value, ICE turns on.
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B. Power follower baseline

Its CsT is based on the HEV’s required power. The ICE is regarded as the principle energy source
to drive the HEV and EM is used as the auxiliary energy source in order to assist ICE [27]. The
following rules depict the baseline CsT:

- Only EM works when current velocity of HEV is lower than threshold value;
- If HEV needed power is greater than the maximum threshold value, the EM will be used to

assist ICE;
- Battery is charged by recovery brake energy;
- ICE turns off if the HEV needed power is smaller than the threshold value;
- ICE provides energy to charge the battery when current SoC is smaller than the threshold value.

2.2.2. Fuzzy Logic Rule Based Control Strategy

Fuzzy logic (FL): the predefined rules of CsT are based on the experts’ knowledge, driving
experiences and human’s intuition. The precise input values will be first translated to fuzzy variables
with the help of input membership function. Then these fuzzy variables will be disturbed by
using the predetermined rules. Finally, the fuzzy output variables will be converted in order to
defuzzification [28–30].

2.2.3. Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy Optimization Based Control Strategy

The energy consumed by the HEV (except for the recovery brake energy) needs to be compensated
by the amount of fuel in the future driving. Therefore, an equivalence relationship between battery
consumed energy and compensated fuel should be built and combined to a unique transient optimal
control target.

According to the HEV actual operating state, in each control period to optimize in real time, the
distribution ratio between required torque of ICE and EM is defined.

The general equation of transient equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) of HEV
can be expressed as:

Jmin =
period

∑
t=0

{ .
m f ICE·[TICE(t), ωICE(t)]·∆t +

.
m f Bat_eq·[TEM(t), ωEM(t)]·∆t

}
(2)

where
.

m f ICE is ICE fuel consumption,
.

m f Bat_eq is the equivalent electric consumption, and t is the
discrete time index [31–37].

2.2.4. Dynamic Programming Optimization Based Control Strategy

The dynamic programming (DP) algorithm as a global OB CsT, is regarded as an off-line CsT that
needs the knowledge of the whole driving cycle. Therefore the DP CsT cannot be implemented for
real-time control. However, its features of high accuracy can be used to act as the highest efficient CsT
reference to compare with other real time CsTs.

The DP based HEV CsT needs to know the future driving conditions including vehicle speed,
acceleration, stop time and slope of the road. If the future driving cycle is given, based on the time
and space, the future driving trajectory can be divided into several interconnecting stages. The vehicle
speed, battery SoC and other vehicle condition as the state variables can be defined and then the
decision to separate the ICE torque and EM torque is made in order to obtain the best objective
function, which is the minimum fuel consumption which can be expressed by:

Jmin = mice + mbat,eq (3)
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Hence, the trajectory known HEV energy management strategy is a multi-stage chain structure
decision-making problem.

3. Modeling Principle and Approach

3.1. Overview of Energetic Macroscopic Representation

The working principle of EMR is based on the action and reaction between each associated
element. These elements can be modeled by using several methods which include the mathematical
formulas, state models, bond-graphs, transfer functions, Petrinets, etc. [38]. The modification or
addition of one EMR model do not affect other models. For example, it is possible to add one more
type of battery as the sub-model without modifying other sub-models.

The IBC scheme is one of the advantages of EMR. By using the direct inversion rules of EMR,
the IBC can be obtained which results in the control structure by using a maximum operation and
measurements numbers.

There are our types of blocks to compose the EMR model which represents four kinds of energy
conversion forms. In addition, there are three kinds of elements which include energy flow, IBC and
energy management. They are presented in Figure 4.
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3.2. Multi-Architecture/Multi-Application Modeling Realization Using Energetic Macroscopic Representation

In order to create the MAMA tool of HEV, it is possible to separate the EMR model into two parts:
structure for multi-applications and structure for multi-architectures.

The structure for multi-applications after the torque-coupler is shown by Figure 5 which includes
the elements of HEV source: transmission, wheel, chassis and environment source. This part is used
to process the driving cycle data and calculate the required torque as well as the rotational speed.
The structure of this part could be adapted for different types of vehicles by modifying the vehicles’
parameters such as the vehicles’ weight, wheel radius and rolling resistance coefficient.
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The torque-coupler system could be modified to represent three different hybrid architectures.
The torque-coupler system can be seen as an interface between energy sources and vehicle sources.

4. Improvement of Modeling Using Object Oriented Programming

4.1. Overview of Object Oriented Programming

In order to improve the modularity and reuse of simulation, EMR is combined with OOP.
OOP is a method that considers the programming as an object which consists of the data, code

and methods.
In our study, the modeling of OOP is developed based on the MATLAB 2013a version environment.

Classdef is the keyword used to create classes in MATLAB. Properties are used to define the properties
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of the class, methods define the member functions of the class, and events block define the events of the
class. In MATLAB OOP, the handle class is the base-class for all classes.

This section presents the HEV model creating using MATLAB OOP that has several advantages:
First, the objective is to break the complex power system of a hybrid vehicle model into some basic
parts. Secondly, the methods and the data are bundled into packages which makes modification easier.

Object is a specific element of the real world which includes the data and data operating methods.
Class is the summary of the commonness between specific and similar objects.
Unified Modeling Language (UML) is the graphs used to represent classes and objects, which

is a graphical representation of the OOP. As presents in Figure 7, in the UML diagram, the class is
presented by a rectangle which is divided into three parts. These three parts represent respectively the
names of the classes, the variables and the methods.Energies 2018, 11, x 8 of 19 
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Abstract class is used for the object which could not be instantiated. In the abstract class, the
“function... end” form to define a method is not necessary. It only needs to provide the function a
declaration form. In Matlab OOP, as soon as there is one method or property in a class, which is set to
be “Abstract”, then this class is an Abstract class.

Class Composition means that the complex objects can be decomposed into several simple objects.
In this way, in order to create some big and complex object, the process starts with the simulation of
some the simple objects. Thereafter, these simple objects are assembled to form a complex object.

For example, as presented in Figure 7, the CsT OOP class consists of three sub-classes including
S-hybrid, P-hybrid and SP-hybrid CsT(s). Meanwhile, these three sub-classes are also abstract parent
classes, and four different CsT(s): DRB, FL, ECMS and DP are subclasses of them.

4.2. Realization of Object Oriented Programming

The realization of OOP models for all the components of HEV are presented in detail in [27]
which include: environment (ENV), power transmission (chassis, transmission, wheel, torque-coupler),
power resource (ICE, battery and EM/EG), energy control system.

ENV’s OOP models are used to calculate the environmental resistance to HEV which include
the acceleration force, air drag and rolling resistance (Figure 8a). For the power source OOP model,
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The ICE’s OOP model is based on a fuel map, which helps to calculate the fuel consumption and ICE
output torque. Thus in UML of ICE, the fuel map is embedded in OOP model as a constant property
(Figure 8b). The OOP model of battery (BAT) use the inverter current as the input to calculate the
battery SoC and voltage. UML property constants of the battery includes cell capacity, initial SoC, and
battery charge/discharge resistance maps in Figure 8c.
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The vehicle class is a base-class that contains three sub-classes which are transmission, wheel and
chassis. Vehicle parameters need to be set for the transmission ratio, transmission efficiency (e_GT)
and HEV quality related parameter (K_chas) as well as the PID controller parameters (PID_controller),
which is shown in Figure 9.Energies 2018, 11, x 9 of 19 
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The abstract class of a coupler has three sub-classes which are series-coupler, parallel-coupler
and power-split-coupler (Figure 10). These subclasses should have the same methods (functions):
rotational speed and torque of EM1, EM2 and ICE. However, for each sub class, different input values
will be needed. Apart from the properties abstract, series-coupler needs (T_EM2_ref) and (w_ICE_ref),
parallel-coupler needs (kd) and (T_charge), SP-coupler needs (T_ICE_ref) and (w_ICE_ref) as the input
values. These input values can be obtained by their CsT classes.
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The permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) is used as the EM and electric generator in
the HEV model. In order to describe the energy flow go through the PMSM class, it can be divided into
4 subclasses: inverter, park-transmission, accumulator and motor. In base EM class, the constructor is
called to create objects for inverter, park-transmission, accumulator and motor.

For different types of motors, different parameters and maps will be used. For the Inverter, the
properties constants are rated power and inverter’s efficiency map. The properties constants of motor
are EM efficiency map, friction map and poles number that should be set for different types of motors.

In accumulator, as it contains a PiD controller and a transfer function, so their associated control
parameters are also embedded in its OOP model (Figure 11).
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As Figure 12 shown, the main-program starts by the construction function in order to create the
objects of HEVs’ elements.
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Then three driving cycle data (WLTP, Artemis-Urban and Circuit-Magny-cours) will be loaded
into the main-program which is the reference speed values.

After that, the vehicle object class calculates the torque needed by transmission by using these
speed values.

Next, different control-signals will transfer from CsT-class to local-controller of coupler-class in
order to obtain the ideal input signals for power-sources.

These ideal input signals will enter to power sources’ objects to calculate the actual output values.
Finally, the real current vehicle speed will be calculated by vehicles’ object.

5. Optimization for Power Source Resizing

This section describes the use of particle swarm optimization (PSO) for sizing energy sources in
HEV that enables obtaining the optimal sizing required for different types of vehicles and different
driving cycles, independently of the chosen energy management strategy.

PSO is an algorithm based on a model to simulate the movement of a group of birds (Figure 13).
The principle of PSO is to move the whole population in order to find its best position pg

k . The
movement of the population as well as its particles are according to velocity formula (vi

k, vi
k+1) and

position formula (xi
k, xi

k+1).

vi
k+1 = wvi

k + c1rand

(
pi − xi

k
)

∆t
+ c2rand

(
pg

k − xi
k

)
∆t

(4)

xi
k+1 = xi

k + vi
k+1∆t (5)
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where w represents the inertia coefficient, c1 is the self-confidence coefficient, and c2 is the
swarm-confidence coefficient [26]. In our study, the PSO tool is developed based on the MATLAB
2013a version environment.
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5.1. Optimization Process

Figure 14 is the PSO simulation plan flow chart: there are four vehicles’ models to be optimized.
Each model has three architectures: S-hybrid, P-hybrid and SP-hybrid. S and P-hybrid include three
parameters to be optimized: P_(rated_EM), n_cell and V_d, SP-Hybrid has one more optimization
parameter which is the gear ratio.
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Theoretically, DP represents the optimal CsT as the reference CsT for PSO simulation. WLTP is
a comprehensive driving-cycle that includes the urban, ex-urban and highway driving. It presents
a comprehensive view of working conditions for motorcycles and family cars. Noao is a hybrid
sports car, Raceway is its target driving cycle, so its PSO simulation are realized using raceway
driving-cycle. The BYD-K9 hybrid bus is mainly driven in urban areas, thus the PSO simulation is
realized using Artemis-Urban.

5.2. Optimization Results

After 12 PSO simulations, Table 1 presents the optimization results for these four vehicles models.
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Table 1. Classification of CsTs.

Basic-Vehicle Hybrid Prated-EM (kW) n-Cell Vd (cc) Gear-Ratio

Aprilia-RSV4-RF-2017
S 110 24 2778

7.2P 174 29 1380
SP 196 20 1220

CT6-2017
S 71 137 1440

14.88P 115 156 1500
SP 71 230 2550

Noao
S 76 144 1200

10.8P 121 211 1200
SP 278 120 1660

BYD K9
S 77 969 2960

21.65P 100 813 3500
SP 166.5 942 1780

6. Simulation for Different Control Strategies

6.1. Simulation Process

After the PSO Simulation, the optimal dynamic parameters for each vehicle model can be
determined. This section uses these parameters to perform a series of simulations in order to test four
real time CsTs (RB, FL, ECMS) for each vehicle (Aprillia, CT6, Noao and K9) together with their three
architectures (series, parallel and SP HEV) with regard to fuel consumption and power performance.

6.2. Simulation Results

Table 2 shows the fuel consumption result of three hybrid architectures for the four vehicles
models, driving on their most suitable driving-cycles using their best CsTs. Based on the result, we can
find that: when the motorcycle Aprilia-RSV4-RF-2017 is running on a comprehensive driving-cycle
WLTP, S-Hybrid can achieve the minimum fuel consumption. When the family car (CT6) is driving
on the WLTP, the minimum fuel consumption is 5.12 L/100 km, which appears also in an S-hybrid
architecture. When Noao is driving on the race-way driving-cycle, the minimum fuel consumption
appears in SP-hybrid architecture, which equals to 5.48 L/100 km. For the bus model (BYD-K9)
running in Artemis-urban cycle, the best architecture is SP-hybrid with fuel consumption equals to
13.94 L/100 km.

Table 2. Results of fuel consumption for 100 km.

Vehicle Driving-Cycle Architecture CsT mf (L/100 km)

Aprilia-RSV4-RF-2017 WLTP
S DP 1.81
P DP 3.43

SP RB 2.22

CT6-2017 WLTP
S DP 5.12
P DP 6.32

SP RB 6.11

NOAO RACE-WAY
S DP 7.03
P DP 7.20

SP RB 5.48

BYD K9 ARTEMIS-URBAN
S DP 22.00
P DP 15.28

SP RB 13.94

It can thus be concluded that there is not one most adapted vehicle architecture, but different
vehicle architectures are adapted for different vehicles running on different driving cycles. From
the results, we can find that both vehicles on miscellaneous driving cycle WLTP lead to S-hybrid
architectures. The fact that the two other vehicles lead to SP-hybrid architecture might seem
surprising at first glance, as they use race and urban driving cycles. However both race and urban
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driving cycles distinguish themselves by their high dynamic aspect including many acceleration and
deceleration phases.

In order to analyze these results in further detail, ICE power distribution and battery SoC curves
are presented hereafter in Figures 15 and 16. The ICE power can be expressed:

PICE = TICE_re f ·ωICE (6)

where TICE_re f and ωICE are the reference torque and rotational speed of ICE which is determined by
the global CsT. Moreover, the variation of SoC can be calculated by Equation (1).

(1) First of all, Aprilia-RSV4-RF-2017, representing a motorcycle driven on a WLTP driving-cycle
(Figure 15), ICE power distribution for three architectures (Figures 15 and 16) show the ICE
power distribution and battery SoC variation.

It can be found that for S and P hybrids, the variation of the output power of ICE are proportional
to the required power. Meanwhile, ICE output power in the P-hybrid is slightly larger than in
the S-hybrid.

The SoC variation of the S and P hybrid is relatively flat; their SoC curves keep fluctuating at
a small range of 55%, but the SoC curve of SP-hybrid first drops to 20% and then rises back to 55%.
Based on the above analysis, the reason that S-hybrid has the best fuel consumption performance in
WLTP is explained by its SoC curve that varies most gently, the battery charging frequency and power
are relatively low, thus limiting charging and discharging losses.

(2) Then, the CT6 representing a family car driven on WLTP driving-cycle: Figures 14 and 15 show
the ICE power distribution and battery SoC variation.

We can see from the results that the variation of these figures are basically the same as the Aprillia
driving on the WLTP. Because the optimal size of ICE is relatively large in the SP-hybrid architecture
of CT6, its optimum output torque and rotation speed are large. Therefore, for SP-hybrid, the battery’s
final SoC is also relatively large. Based on the same reasons as Aprillia, S-hybrid had the best fuel
performance with CT6 running on WLTP.

(3) Next, for Noao representing a race car driven on raceway driving-cycle: Figures 14 and 15 show
the ICE power distribution and battery SoC variation.

From the figures, we can see that ICE started very frequently in SP-Hybrid, S, and P-hybrid ICE
output power varying in direct proportion to vehicle required power. SP-hybrid’s ICE output power
remains constant around the best operating point. The SP-hybrid has the lowest peak power, but its
power is always maintained at a constant value. S-hybrid has a slightly lower ICE peak power than
P-hybrid, and the power curve always fluctuates within a range. P-hybrid has the highest ICE peak
power, but it also has the largest fluctuation range. This could explain why the best fuel consumption
performance occurs in SP-hybrid architecture.

(4) Finally, the BYD-K9 bus representing a city bus driven on urban driving-cycle: Figures 15 and 16
show the ICE power distribution and battery SoC variation.

From the figures, it can be seen that for the S and P-hybrids, the overall trend of their SoC curves
are same. They first fluctuate within a certain range, then ICE charges the battery and increases the
SoC dramatically; finally, the battery discharges to satisfy the power demand that makes SoC drop
significantly. However, the overall trend of SP-hybrid’s SoC variation is slowly rising.

We can observe that the output values of the ICE power are greater than those for the other
two hybrid architectures, and the ICE does not have repeated fluctuations, always maintaining a
constant value.
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Figure 15. ICE power distribution for three architectures: (a) Aprillia in WLTP driving-cycle; (b) CT6
in WLTP driving-cycle; (c) Noao in Race way driving-cycle; and (d) K9 in Artemis Urban driving-cycle.
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To better study the family car running on comprehensive and urban driving cycles, the three
architectures of CT6 running in WLTP and Artemis-Urban driving cycles are studied in more detail, as
shown in Figure 17. Using four kinds of strategies for control, and considering DP as the reference
strategy, it is possible to study which real time CsT seems to be most adapted.
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In conclusion, it can be said that detailed analysis showed that the use of ICE, according to the
different CsTs, varies quite significantly. DP is, as expected, the best CsT, followed by RB and FL. They
show little difference, which is not surprising, as they are both based on the same set of rules. ECMS,
as used in this case, is the least adapted CsT. Moreover the energy split between DP and ECMS differs
quite significantly, where DP tends to use the ICE for longer periods and at reduced power levels,
while ECMS seems to suggest the opposite. However, in our case, a penalty fuel consumption for ICE
start was not integrated, and it would be interesting to analyze its influence on the results.

7. Conclusions & Perspective

The objectives of this work are to create the multi-architecture and multi-application HEV model
that can be parameterized for different vehicle applications and different hybrid architectures. This
model is useful for optimization of vehicle components sizing, best CsT design, fuel consumption
analysis and performance observation.

Thirteen different CsTs for the HEV energy management are presented and a focus on the
implementation of four control-strategies has been done. The four strategies applied to HEV energy
management control are: DRB, FL, ECMS and DP.

The model is based on the EMR principle using OOP, then the PSO is proposed to locate the
best architecture as well as components sizing for given HEV. With the help of PSO’s results, the
optimum parameters are used for control-strategy simulations. Four types of HEV (motorcycle,
family car, racing car, bus) with three architectures (series-hybrid, parallel-hybrid and SP-hybrid)
are simulated in three kinds of driving-cycles (comprehensive, urban, race-way) in order to analyze
most adapted architectures, showing that different hybrid architectures seem to be most adapted for
different use cases.

MAMA system is instructive for industry that could be useful for optimization of vehicle
components sizing, best CsT design, fuel consumption analysis and performance observation, etc.
Thus, in the future after applying this approach to different systems, it could be interesting to build a
rapid prototyping tools based on this tool.
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